Shaping: A Behavior-Modification
Tool That Helps Change Behavior,
Achieve Goals, Makes you Healthy
There is a behavior modification technique that everyone should not only know about, but
incorporate into their daily lives for themselves and others. It requires a SCIO Tech machine but no
advanced degrees. It is called 'shaping'.
It is giving a small reward when you do something right and gradually you will do the right thing
more and more. Like Pavlov gave the dog some meat and rang the bell and the dog salivated. After a
while he just rang the bell and the dog salivated. Thus he conditioned behavior.
When a diabetic patient injects insulin his blood insulin goes up. Injection, insulin goes up, Injection,
insulin goes up, Injection, and insulin goes up, and when they just injected saline water, the big
surprise INSULIN GOES UP WITHOUT GIVING INSULIN. Hormonal Insulin has been shaped and
conditioned. This is Proof that shaping conditioning can make a hormone increase and treat a
hormone disease. All other hormone diseases can be treated with this technology.
The profession of biofeedback defines shaping as related to psychology it involves subtle rewards to
make a behavior or biological function work better. Shaping involves positive reinforcement. Pavlov
as the originator of Behavior Modification, calls to mind images of dogs trained to salivate when a
bell rings.
Shaping is actually a safe, benign and extremely useful tool in developing good habits. Let's look at
an example. Let's say you are on a diet (seems like everyone is) to lose 25 pounds. You work really
hard at it MOST of the time, but fall prey to the chips you bought for your teenage son so that he
could gain weight for football. Most dieters would rebuke themselves over this slip and resolve to do
better. This is not a bad strategy. But let's say that instead of focusing on the bad behaviors, you
choose instead to reward yourself for every day of good diet choices. This is a classic strategy that has
been recommended by virtually all magazine articles written about weight loss for decades. That is,
in fact, using the dreaded Behavior Modification principles. Reward good behavior. Hopefully, you've
been using this one on your kids since they were infants.

Shaping is a bit more subtle yet equally powerful. Let's look at the same 25 pound diet goal, but say
you're not doing so well at it. One of your coworkers brings in doughnuts 2x per week and doughnuts
are your very favorite thing. Or someone keeps a jar of chocolate on their desk and encourages
everyone to take some often. You develop a strategy. You pop a mint into your mouth every time you
are going to go to the candy jar desk. It works. You are 'shaping' your behavior to avoid eating the
chocolate. Your rewards, your positive reinforcements in Psychology jargon, are the enjoyment of the
mint, the good feelings about not eating the chocolate, and possibly, an increase in weight lost.
Shaping involves simple, yet powerful strategies for behavior change resulting in good feelings and
positive change. Who could ask for more?

Shaping is a conditioning paradigm used primarily in the experimental analysis of behavior. The method used
is differential reinforcement of successive approximations. It was introduced by B.F. Skinner[1] with pigeons
and extended to dogs, dolphins, humans and other species. In shaping, the form of an existing response is
gradually changed across successive trials towards a desired target behavior by rewarding exact segments of
behavior. Skinner's explanation of shaping was this:
We first give the bird food when it turns slightly in the direction of the spot from any part of the cage. This
increases the frequency of such behavior. We then withhold reinforcement until a slight movement is made
toward the spot. This again alters the general distribution of behavior without producing a new unit. We
continue by reinforcing positions successively closer to the spot, then by reinforcing only when the head is
moved slightly forward, and finally only when the beak actually makes contact with the spot. ... The original
probability of the response in its final form is very low; in some cases it may even be zero. In this way we can
build complicated operants which would never appear in the repertoire of the organism otherwise. By
reinforcing a series of successive approximations, we bring a rare response to a very high probability in a short
time. ... The total act of turning toward the spot from any point in the box, walking toward it, raising the head,
and striking the spot may seem to be a functionally coherent unit of behavior; but it is constructed by a
continual process of differential reinforcement from undifferentiated behavior, just as the sculptor shapes his
figure from a lump of clay.[2]

Our behavior and our health is shaped by many things

Successive approximations
The successive approximations reinforced are increasingly accurate approximations of a response desired by a
trainer. As training progresses the trainer stops reinforcing the less accurate approximations. For example, in
training a rat to press a lever, the following successive approximations might be reinforced:
1. simply turning toward the lever will be reinforced
2. only stepping toward the lever will be reinforced
3. only moving to within a specified distance from the lever will be reinforced
4. only touching the lever with any part of the body, such as the nose, will be reinforced
5. only touching the lever with a specified paw will be reinforced
6. only depressing the lever partially with the specified paw will be reinforced
7. only depressing the lever completely with the specified paw will be reinforced

The trainer would start by reinforcing all behaviors in the first category, then restrict reinforcement to responses
in the second category, and then progressively restrict reinforcement to each successive, more accurate
approximation. As training progresses, the response reinforced becomes progressively more like the desired
behavior.
The culmination of the process is that the strength of the response (measured here as the frequency of leverpressing) increases. In the beginning, there is little probability that the rat would depress the lever, the only
possibility being that it would depress the lever by accident. Through training the rat can be brought to depress
the lever frequently.
Successive approximation should not be confused with feedback processes, as feedback generally refers to
numerous types of consequences. Notably, consequences can also include punishment, while shaping instead
relies on the use of positive reinforcement. Feedback also often denotes a consequence for a specific response
out of a range of responses, such as the production of a desired note on a musical instrument versus the
production of incorrect notes. Shaping, on the other hand, involves the reinforcement of each intermediate
response that further resembles the desired response.
Not all approximations are successful. Marian and Keller Breland (students of B.F. Skinner) used their
knowledge of autoshaping to try to make a pig and a raccoon deposit a coin in a bank. However the signtracking failed. The coin, which was being reinforced with food, began to be perceived as the food reward itself
by the animals. They acted towards the coin in the same way that they may have acted towards a
snack.[3] Animals that act this way are more prone to addictive behaviors than others. Sometimes these animals
may even be called "sign-trackers". If the animal did not behave in this manner and actually placed the coin in
the bank, it may have been labeled a "goal-tracker".

Practical applications
Shaping is used in training operant responses in lab animals, and in applied behavior analysis to change
human or animal behaviors considered to be maladaptive or dysfunctional. It also plays an important role in
commercial animal training. Shaping assists in "discrimination", which is the ability to tell the difference
between stimuli that are and are not reinforced, and in "generalization", which is the application of a response
learned in one situation to a different but similar situation.[4]
Shaping can also be used in a rehabilitation center. For example, training on parallel bars can approximate
walking with a walker.[5] Or shaping can teach patients how to increase the time between bathroom visits.

Autoshaping
Autoshaping (sometimes called sign tracking) is any of a variety of experimental procedures used to
study classical conditioning. In autoshaping, in contrast to shaping, the reward comes irrespective of the

behavior of the animal. In its simplest form, autoshaping is very similar to Pavlov's salivary conditioning
procedure using dogs. In Pavlov's best-known procedure, a short audible tone reliably preceded the
presentation of food to dogs. The dogs naturally, unconditionally, salivated (unconditioned response) to the
food (unconditioned stimulus) given them, but through learning, conditionally, came to salivate (conditioned
response) to the tone (conditioned stimulus) that predicted food. In autoshaping, a light is reliably turned on
shortly before animals are given food. The animals naturally, unconditionally, display consummatory reactions
to the food given them, but through learning, conditionally, came to perform those same consummatory actions
directed at the conditioned stimulus that predicts food.
Autoshaping provides an interesting conundrum for B.F. Skinner's assertion that one must employ shaping as a
method for teaching a pigeon to peck a key. After all, if an animal can shape itself, why use the laborious
process of shaping? Autoshaping also contradicts Skinner's principle of reinforcement. During autoshaping,
food comes irrespective of the behavior of the animal. If reinforcement were occurring, random behaviors
should increase in frequency because they should have been rewarded by random food. Nonetheless, keypecking reliably develops in pigeons,[6] even if this behavior had never been rewarded.
But, the clearest evidence that autoshaping is under Pavlovian and not Skinnerian control was found using the
omission procedure. In that procedure,[7] food is normally scheduled for delivery following each presentation of
a stimulus (often a flash of light), except in cases in which the animal actually performs a consummatory
response to the stimulus, in which case food is withheld. Here, if the behavior were under instrumental control,
the animal would stop attempting to consume the stimulus, as that behaviour is followed by the withholding of
food. But, animals persist in attempting to consume the conditioned stimulus for thousands of trials[8] (a
phenomenon known as negative automaintenance), unable to cease their behavioural response to the
conditioned stimulus even when it prevents them from obtaining a reward.

http://electrohormoneincitement.com/

Hormone Streaming with SCIO TECH
By using the QQC device we can measure the Voltammetric signature of a hormone. Then this complex pattern
of over 10,000 electrical frequencies can reproduce the field of the hormone and sent it into the body for what
we call hormone streaming. To do this simply go to the shaping panel by hitting the shaping button. Select a
hormone for streaming and the time and send the hormone without alarm access into the body.

SHAPING with SCIO TECH
Access the shaping panel by hitting the shaping button. Increase width to see more of the panel.

Select a hormone for SHAPING and the reward percentage (low at first then higher and higher to make more
reward.) Every time the patient has a positive response to a therapy beyond the percentage chosen, the Device
will give a reward of the hormone and say the word excellent. Later just using this word alone can stimulate
release of the hormone. So hormonal disease can be treated.
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Learn to shape the lion within, with slow steps of compassion
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